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Chapter 3 Psychological Concepts: Theories and Therapies 

CRITICAL THINKING Jane 

The nurse is caring for Jane on a medical-surgical unit. Jane reminds her of a 

relative who was strict and demeaning. Jane makes comments such as “You seem 

awfully young to be a nurse. Do you know what you are doing?” and “Can’t you do this 

any faster? I want to watch my show.” The nurse feels intimidated, annoyed, and even 

angry. She takes a breath quietly and firmly tells Jane her morning care will be done 

soon and then she can watch television. The nurse completes morning care without 

further exchange with Jane. The nurse is not happy with Jane and feels guilty about 

having such a strong reaction to her. 

As the nurse leaves Jane’s room, she sees her supervisor and asks to talk about 

what just happened with Jane. The supervisor goes over what happened and asks the 

nurse if Jane reminds her of anyone. The nurse realizes Jane is very similar to a family 

member who was mean and always made cutting remarks. The supervisor suggests the 

nurse may be having a countertransference reaction in which the patient reminds her of 

someone else and that the nurse has started reacting to the patient as though the 

patient were that person. The nurse feels some relief, indicates her intention to see 

Jane as her own person, and resolves to be aware of the feelings aroused in her when 

she is with Jane. 

1. What else could the nurse have done while caring for Jane to have handled the 

situation better? 

2. Describe the response that may be taking place between Jane and the nurse.  

3. Can you think of any one that ever reminded you of someone else—either positively 

or negatively? Did that affect how you responded to the person?  

Answers 

1. A nurse or other clinician working with a patient who exhibits anger or frustration 

should use validation and clarification to provide an opportunity for the patient to 

share and address his or her feelings. Ignoring the patient’s anger may diminish the 
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therapeutic relationship. By completing morning care and leaving the room without 

further speaking to Jane, the nurse was not exhibiting therapeutic communication. 

The nurse should have relied on therapeutic communication techniques to help 

manage the situation. 

2. The nurse is projecting her anger on to Jane, the patient. This is called 

countertransference. It may be that Jane is also transferring her anger on to the 

nurse (transference), but further assessment would be required to determine that. 

3. Answers may vary.  

CRITICAL THINKING Luis 

Luis is a 41-year-old male patient who makes frequent phone calls and requests 

numerous visits at the local outpatient clinic. The nurse suspects that Luis is using the 

calls and visits to deal with a very high level of anxiety that is causing him to have many 

somatic complaints. Luis has had 3 tests done in the past two months for various 

somatic complaints. None of the tests has revealed any medical condition requiring 

treatment. 

Application 

1. What does psychiatric nursing theory say about how the nurse should care for Luis? 

2. How would you assess Luis’s readiness for change using Lewin’s stages of change 

model? 

Answers 

1. Answers may vary but may include the following: Transcultural nursing theory would 

support a holistic assessment that includes assessing for any cultural beliefs or 

practices that may be affecting Luis’s anxiety. Peplau’s theories support the need for 

assessment of the stage and source of Luis’s anxiety and to help him find ways to 

alleviate his anxiety other than repeatedly calling the clinic. Orlando’s model would 

call for the nurse to validate her understanding of Luis’s concerns rather than make 

assumptions that may be incorrect. Neuman’s theory suggests that nurse look for 

intrapersonal, interpersonal, or extrapersonal stressors. 
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2. In Lewin’s stages of change, Luis would be in the unfreezing stage, needing 

information to help him see discrepancies between how things are (feeling out of 

control or anxious about his health) and how they might be (viewing the situation 

with less anxiety and more control). The nurse can attempt to help Luis move toward 

healthier behaviors by assisting him to see the benefits of changing his behaviors. 

For example, helping him see the benefit of reducing his anxiety and feeling that he 

has more control over his health rather than feeling out of control and needing to 

contact his primary care provider’s office frequently. 


